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cAMPUs AlErt systEM
IN PlAcE 
In tHe WaKe oF last year’s Virginia tech tragedy, Cal
Poly officials immediately began researching new ways to com­
municate with the campus community during emergencies. In
January 2008, Cal Poly adopted a new text message notification
system that enables the university to send urgent information to
students, faculty and staff.
With the new system, powered by e2Campus, university of­
ficials can send instant alerts directly to registered subscribers’
e-mail accounts and mobile phones via sMs text messages. sub­
scribers can also receive alerts via rss, wireless Pda, My yahoo,
My aol, and personalized iGoogle home pages. 
Current students, faculty and staff may sign up through the Cal
Poly portal at http://my.calpoly.edu.
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rEcord trEE dIscoVErEd
IN Poly cANyoN 
BIoloGy ProFessor Matt rItter and three of his stu­
dents recently discovered what is thought to be the tallest Karri
eucalyptus (eucalyptus diversicolor) tree in north america. 
ritter, a biology professor and head of the Cal Poly Plant 
Conservatory, spotted the massive tree in Poly Canyon in 
2005. But it wasn’t until late november 2007 that he and grad­
uate students Jenn yost and Chris Wassenberg, along with un­
dergraduate Justin Bence, were able to climb to the top of the 
giant tree to measure it. 
using ropes and harnesses, the four researchers were able to 
get an accurate measurement of the tree’s height by dropping a 
line to the ground from the upper canopy. 
They recorded the tree at a height of 154 feet, a diameter of 
seven feet, and a 75-foot wide crown. 
ritter submitted the data to the California registry of Big 
trees, part of a national forestry database. The Poly Canyon 
Karri eucalyptus has been accepted as the tallest tree of its 
type on record – almost 100 feet taller than the previous north 
american record holder, a san Clemente tree at 59 feet. 
In his research on California eucalyptus ecology, ritter has 
looked for all the specimens of e. diversicolor and other spe­
cies planted throughout the state, arizona, Hawaii and Flori­
da. This is by far the oldest and largest specimen, he said. 
like other types of eucalyptus trees, the Karri is native to 
australia, where it is found only in the towering forests south 
of Perth, on the southwestern tip of the continent. It is rela­
tively uncommon in the united states, according to ritter. 
The record tree, estimated to be between 80 and 100 years 
old, can be found in the bottom of Brizzolara Creek in Poly 
Canyon, the only Karri in a stand of Blue Gums. 
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AlUM schEdUlEd to 
rEsIdE oN INtErNAtIoNAl 
sPAcE stAtIoN
Cal Poly aluM GreGory Chamitoff (ee ’84) will 
soon have quite a view out of the closest window. The electri­
cal engineering graduate has been selected to work and live 
onboard the International space station as a flight engineer, 
another remarkable step in what has proven to be an incred­
ible professional career. 
Chamitoff will begin his journey in late april on space 
shuttle mission sts-124. He will stay on the Iss until septem­
ber, returning to earth with shuttle mission sts-126. 
as an undergraduate student 
at Cal Poly, Chamitoff taught 
lab courses in circuit design and 
worked summer internships 
at atari Computers and IBM. 
He fondly remembers Cal Poly 
Mathematics Professor James 
Mueller, whom he contacted re­
cently about his upcoming space 
station trip. “My experience is 
proof that Cal Poly’s learn-by­
doing philosophy is one that re­
ally works for just about anything 
one chooses to do,” said Chamitoff. “as much as I’ve learned 
since, my foundation was built right there – just like every 
other Cal Poly engineer.” 
From Cal Poly, Chamitoff went on to earn master’s degrees 
from the California Institute of technology and university of 
Houston Clear lake, and a Ph.d. in aeronautics and astronau­
tics from the Massachusetts Institute of technology. While at 
MIt, Chamitoff worked on the Hubble space telescope, flight 
control upgrades for the space shuttle autopilot, and the alti­
tude control system for the space station. 
stUdENts VotE oNlINE
For cAMPUs IssUEs 
Cal Poly students can now vote on asI issues from home, 
the library, or anywhere else they can connect to the Internet. 
The new voting procedure allows Cal Poly students to 
conveniently vote from any location, on or off campus, by logging 
into the my.calpoly.edu portal. students unable to vote on campus, 
such as those studying abroad, are now provided the opportunity 
to vote using the new procedure. The system also minimizes the 
logistical demands on Information technology services (Its), 
student affairs and Facility services staff. 
asI President Brandon souza is excited about the new system 
and is hopeful that students will embrace this new method of 
voting. “In a time when students are busier than ever, a new voting 
system like this really helps,” said souza. “students can vote at 
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their convenience and not worry about making a run to the polls 
between classes or extracurricular activities.” 
on Jan. 16, asI student Government passed a resolution to 
support the use of electronic voting from any location with Internet 
accessibility for all campus wide elections and referendums.  
asI first tested electronic voting in the 2007 campus wide asI 
Presidential and Board of directors election. several laptop polling 
locations were set up on campus, and students were able to vote 
electronically via the my.calpoly.edu portal. 
students and asI called the online voting method a success, 
and voter turnout was the highest it had ever been. The success of 
the May 2007 elections affirmed the value for electronic voting for 
future elections and referendums. 
  
 
   
 
  
         
 
 
         
  
 
  
 
 
 
  
   
   
 
 
  
 
     
   
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
  
 
  
  
 
 
 
hoUsING ANd rEsIdENtIAl 
lIFE hAs NEw NAME, 
NEw bUIldING 
Cal Poly’s oFFICe of Housing and residential life has a 
new name – university Housing – and a new building. 
The 8,300-square foot, two-story Housing administration 
Building replaces the old housing office and will accommo­
date the growing campus housing operations, soon to include 
the approximately 2,700-bed Poly Canyon Village complex. 
architects specifically designed the new building to encour­
age interaction between housing departments and the campus 
community, blending programs, academics and administra­
tive activities. 
PAssINGs
Dean and Professor emeritus Carl Cummins
Former industrial technology Professor Carl C. Cummins of 
san luis obispo passed away Thursday, Jan. 3. Cummins came 
to Cal Poly in 1958 to head up the newly formed Industrial 
technology department. In 1961 he was appointed as dean of 
the College of applied arts and served for 25 years until his 
retirement. He continued to teach part time in the College of 
engineering until 1998. 
Business Professor emeritus Walter rice 
longtime Cal Poly business Professor Walter rice passed away 
dec. 12, 2007, after a brief illness. rice was 69 years old. dur­
ing his 36-year career at Cal Poly he taught economics, headed 
the MBa program, and served as associate dean in the orfalea 
College of Business before his retirement in 2000. rice was an 
expert on transportation economics, especially California rail 
and trucking issues. 
Statistics Lecturer Noel Claire Wheeler, retired 
Former Cal Poly statistics Professor noel Claire Wheeler 
passed away Jan. 4. she taught statistics at Cal Poly from 
1994-2001. after earning her Ph.d. in statistics in 1979, she 
was recruited by uCla to head the statistical consulting unit 
in the school of Medicine, which she did until her retirement 
in 1993. 
KErbo rEcoGNIZEd For 
INtErNAtIoNAl EdUcAtIoN
soCIal sCIenCes ProFessor Harold r. Kerbo is the re­
cipient of the 2007 Cal Poly International educator award. 
The annual honor, sponsored by International education 
and Programs, recognizes a faculty member who has signifi­
cantly contributed to international education at Cal Poly. 
Kerbo has been a faculty member at Cal Poly since 1977 
and has a distinguished record of teaching, service and schol­
arship activities within international education. Founder of 
the Cal Poly Thailand study Program, Kerbo has overseen ap­
proximately 350 students and 12 faculty members who have 
participated in the program since 1998. He has served as resi­
dent director, has taught in the study program for many years, 
and has taken an active role in program development, faculty 
and student selection, advising, and logistics.  
In addition, Kerbo has received Fulbright awards to teach 
and conduct research in Japan, Thailand and austria. He serves
as a discipline reviewer for Fulbright applicants to european
programs, and he has been visiting professor and visiting fellow 
at universities in Japan, Germany, switzerland and Wales.
reflecting on Kerbo’s contributions to international educa­
tion and scholarship, President Warren Baker observed that 
Kerbo “is a leading advocate for global understanding who has 
created extraordinary opportunities for our students to partic­
ipate in life-changing study-abroad experiences and, with his 
writings, has promoted greater understanding of comparative 
social and political realities around the world. This award is a 
fitting recognition of his many achievements through a long 
and distinguished career.” 
IrrIGAtIoN clAssEs 
oFFErEd, thANKs 
to $500,000 doNAtIoN 
Cal Poly WIll soon oFFer students and profession­
als across California and the West a chance to earn university 
credit for irrigation classes – without leaving their jobs or their 
hometowns. 
Cal Poly alumni fred hamisch (ae ’63) and his wife, Vir­
ginia, jump-started the online irrigation classes with a donation
of $500,000 in december to the Bioresource and agricultural
engineering department (Brae) in the College of agriculture
and environmental sciences (CaFes). 
Cal Poly’s Irrigation training and research Center (ItrC)
is currently seeking additional matching funding for the online
courses from the u.s. department of agriculture and from in­
dustry supporters. The funding will be used to create a large as­
sortment of high-quality online irrigation courses and continual
updating of those courses.
“This program will allow people who cannot physically move
to san luis obispo to take state-of-the-art irrigation classes for
professional development, or for university credit applicable here
at Cal Poly or at other universities,” said Brae Professor and
ItrC Chairman Charles Burt. 
There is a growing lack of trained irrigation specialists, said
CaFes dean david Wehner. “California is the largest agricul­
tural region in the united states, and we’re facing a catastrophic
lack of people capable of designing and installing the complex
irrigation systems the industry relies on,” Wehner said. 
The shortage is partly due to the fact that most of the major
agricultural universities in the West have reduced or eliminated
irrigation classes over the past 20 years.
In contrast, Cal Poly offers extensive irrigation training. Cal
Poly currently offers a bachelor’s degree in bioresource and agri­
cultural engineering that includes a specialty in irrigation, as well
as a water science (irrigation) minor for non-Brae students. The
department also offers an M.s. degree in agriculture with a focus
on irrigation.
students in those programs get hands-on experience in Cal
Poly’s outdoor irrigation laboratories. The campus irrigation
training labs are funded by industry and by ItrC contracts with
irrigation districts, the California energy Commission, Califor­
nia department of Water resources, u.s. Bureau of reclamation,
manufacturers, and others. 
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Tylia Smith with her new iPod Nano
AlUMNI, sIGN IN to PolylINK Now ANd yoU coUld wIN AN iPod NANo 

to get started, look for the orange button or similar buttons Month honors for him in January. 
on your favorite Web sites. even if you aren’t a Polylink member, you can see the Photo 
If you use Internet explorer 7.0 or the Mozilla Firefox Web of the Month album and many more university photo albums 
browsers, just clicking on these orange buttons will show you at www.calpolylink.com/photogalleries - no sign-in required. 
the latest rss news headlines. 
Ie 7.0 and Firefox will both let you “bookmark” those head- MAkE SuRE YOu’RE GEttING CAL POLY E-NEwSLEttERS 
line “feeds,” or add them to your existing “Favorite Feeds” list. some 40,000 alumni, parents and friends receive Cal Poly Up-
or, you can also download a free “feed reader” program date e-newsletter every month. are you getting Update in your 
to your computer to compile your rss feeds for you. search e-mail in-box? 
Some 40,000 alumNi, PareNTS aNd frieNdS receive cal Poly
uPdaTe e-NewSleTTer every moNTh 
engines like Myyahoo, MyGoogle, MyMsn and others offer yahoo! mail users complain that Update and other campus 
personalized rss sections. users can sign in and create a per- e-newsletters are winding up in their bulk mail folders. don’t 
sonalized area pulling in headlines from multiple news Web let it happen to you! For details on how to receive Update di-
sites – from The discovery Channel to e! to Cal Poly news. rectly in your e-mail in-box visit: http://www.calpolynews.cal­
soon, Polylink will also offer personal page rss feed sec- poly.edu/update/mail.html. 
tions and displays, where members will be able to gather all 
their favorite rss feeds from across the Web for easy, one-
stop reading. The feeds will also let other alumni see members’ 
favorite feeds – and youtube videos. Watch for the next Cal 
Poly Magazine for details. 
right now on Polylink, alumni, parents and friends can 
sign up for alumni-oriented rss news feeds at www.calpo­
lylink.com/news – and for information on the latest alumni 
travel offerings, gatherings and outings at www.calpolylink. 
com/alumnievents. no sign-in is required to read or subscribe 
to rss feeds from either page. 
one rss perk for Polylink members only: every Polylink 
group page offers an rss feed. Members can simply hit the 
orange button and subscribe to their group feed, which will 
let them know when new group photos, group news, or new 
 Steve and Suzan Plath, circa 1973 
tHere May Be no suCH tHInG as a free lunch, but 
wouldn’t you rather have a free iPod anyway? 
The winners circle currently includes alumni tylia Smith
(Bio ’05), mike Shick (CeeN ’05), and Lauren howell (oh ’90).
all three logged in to Polylink and created their personal 
page, which automatically entered them in drawings for one of 
six free iPods. 
and there are still three iPod nanos waiting to be given 
away to Polylink members! 
to be eligible for the next drawing on March 25, log in before 
that date to www.calpolylink.com and create your profile. 
and watch for news about more Polylink nano giveaways 
this year. 
tO GEt StARtED IN POLYLINk 
all you need is your first-time login code, which appears on the 
mailing label on the back of this Cal Poly Magazine next to your 
name. (If you’re not an alum, you will not have a login code.) 
8 sPrING 2008 
Magazine in hand, head for the Internet and www.calpo­
lylink.com. look in the gold bar on top for the words “First 
time login.” (or look for the gold ‘First-time login’ text link 
in the main sign-in box.) Click on that text link, follow the 
instructions – and you’ll be in. 
GO ORANGE: CuStOMIzE YOuR CAL POLY NEwS 
you can do it at National Geographic, The Washington Post, 
and Cnn Web sites. and now, you can do it with Cal Poly 
news and Polylink. 
Buttons like the one at left are popping up on 
information Web sites all over the Internet. Push­
ing the orange button will get you the latest news 
headlines, sent to your computer monitor as an “rss” feed. 
rss feeds collect and bring news headlines from your fa­
vorite Web sites – like the Cal Poly news Web and Polylink 
– to your computer when you sign in. no more Web surfing to 
get the latest headlines. 
messages from other alumni are posted. 
For more details about rss, visit the “Internet for Begin­
ners” section on about.com: http://netforbeginners.about.com/ 
od/rssandlivewebfeeds/f/rss.htm. 
It’S tHE HAIR 
Who is this man and why does he fascinate us? 
If you’re one of the 10,000+ Cal Poly Update e-newsletter 
readers, you may remember this photo of Cal Poly grad Steve 
Plath (math ’67). 
after graduation and a tour of duty in Vietnam, Plath 
changed his look from boot camp to rock star. He married 
the foxy lady in the photo and is the father of two grown sons. 
now a high-end contractor in Marin County, he shares some 
of the grooviest photos on Polylink. 
a real hit with the Baby Boomers and those interested in
the ,60s, Plath’s personal photo album received more than 
1,000 hits from Polylink members, winning Photo of the 
CAL POLY MAGAZINE 9 
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b y  P A t  K E t c h U M  
iN 1995, rauL CaNo sparked quite a brouhaha when he
reported in Science magazine that he’d extracted living bacterium 
from a bee entombed in amber 25-45 million years ago. 
more than a decade later, the amber research of the re 
nowned microbiologist and director of Cal Poly’s environ 
mental Biotechnology institute (eBi) is more likely to cause
a brew-haha. 
Cano has discovered that prehistoric yeast plucked from 
his ancient amber samples produces surprisingly tasty beer 
a frothy pint so good it’s headed to the “olympics of Beer,” the 
The buSiNeSS iS a way for The avid
eNviroNmeNTaliST aNd beer lover To 
‘have my beer aNd driNk iT Too’ 
2008 World Beer Cup held in San Diego in mid-april. 
The fungus, originally considered a nuisance in Cano’s lab 
oratory, is now the star athlete of his new venture, fossil fuels 
Brewing Co. touting the motto “Bringing Good Things Back 
to Life,” the business is a way for the avid environmentalist 
and beer lover to “have my beer and drink it too.” 
“Why waste good waste? i’m hoping to use profits from 
beer sales to fund biofuels research at Cal Poly’s eBi. The 
wastewater from beer production has a great deal of energy, 
therefore, potential to be reclaimed as biofuel,” said Cano. 
Cano’s journey from microbiologist to brewer began short 
ly after his pioneering research was published in 1995, thrust 
ing him concurrently into the scientific limelight and the 
hollywood spotlight. 
continued on next page… 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
          
 
           
 
  
 
  
 
 
         
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
            
 
  
 
            
          
            
 
  
 
  
  
Coincidentally timed with the release of the movie “Jurassic 
Park,” Cano’s work attracted the attention of producers plot­
ting a sequel to the blockbuster hit. Most of the scenes filmed 
raul cano 
Cano’s peers weren’t as impressed as the crew. scientific 
scrutiny followed the publication of Cano’s discovery in Sci­
ence magazine. as expected, there were challenges to his 
claims, but “scientific method” smiled on him. There have 
been at least three independent verifications of the isolation of 
a living microorganism from amber, said Cano. 
one of the scientists who confirmed the validity of Cano’s 
research was lewis “Chip” lambert. at the time, he was direc­
tor of pre-clinical research at a Bay area biotech company; 
now he’s Cano’s closest friend and partner in Fossil Fuels 
Brewing Co. 
Both Cano and lambert loved the idea of brewing beer with 
the prehistoric yeast and using profits for biofuels research, 
but they needed a commercial brewer. They found exactly 
what they needed on a northern California ski slope in 2006. 
lambert was giving skiing lessons to a woman who turned 
out to be the wife of an award-winning brewery owner. Her 
husband, brewer Peter Hackett of Guerneville’s stumptown, 
admits he was skeptical at first about brewing beer with pat­
ented 35-million-year-old yeast. But his adventurous spirit 
triumphed and he hatched the first commercial batch of ty­
rannosaurus-rat beer a few months later. 
“How could I know I was dealing with the rock stars of the 
microbiology world? In addition to serving as research and 
development for two amazing scientists, I get to brew a re­
markably unique beer that tastes like nothing I’ve ever had 
before,” said Hackett. 
stumptown offered the first public tasting of tyrannosau­
rus-rat beer at its russian river Beer revival last summer, 
uSiNg The 25-40 millioN year old yeaST, caNo aNd a Team of 
amaTeur brewerS whiPPed uP The iNaugural baTcheS 
on campus fell to the cutting room floor, but Cano managed followed by the first official review in a fall trade publication. 
to secure a celebrity role among the crew. Compared to stumptown’s trademark rat Bastard ale, “t-rat 
using the 25-45-million-year-old yeast, Cano and a team of is smoother, with softer fruity flavor characteristics and just a 
amateur brewers whipped up the inaugural batches of t-rex touch of lemony sweetness that isn’t tart,” said Jay r. Brooks, 

lager, stegosaurus stout, Jurassic amber ale, and ancient blind tasting director of Celebrator Beer News.
 
ale, and untapped them at the cast party for “Jurassic Park: Perhaps the success of the company will create a new motto 

The lost World.” at eBI: learn by brewing. 
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ina Saliklis, Talula and mother christine victorino (above) entrance to bella montaña (l-r) residents 
bEllA MoNtAÑA: A PlAcE to cAll hoME 
b y  s t A c I A
as HousInG MarKets continue to soften, select buyers 
are finding a small housing complex on California’s Central 
Coast very attractive. 
Cal Poly’s Housing Corp. broke ground on the Bella Mon­
taña faculty and staff housing complex at the height of the 
2005 real estate boom to assist the university with recruit­
ing and retention efforts. Homes began selling in december
2006, and sales have remained steady with 44 of the 69 units 
sold or in escrow. 
“There are a host of reasons we’ve had steady sales in spite 
of a declining real estate market,” said James reinhart, director 
of the Cal Poly Housing Corp. “It’s difficult to find the type of 
community and quality construction offered at Bella Montaña 
for a comparable price.” 
a mere half-mile from the center of Cal Poly’s campus, Bella 
Montaña offers faculty and staff buyers 10 different floor plans 
to choose from. a small community feel, friendly neighbors, 
and the ability to ride a bike to work and downtown san luis 
obispo are just some of the extras that make the decision to 
purchase an easy one. 
Bella Montaña boasts views of Cerro san luis and Bishop’s
Peak, and the homes are surrounded by beautifully landscaped
and professionally maintained grounds. Private decks, patios and
outdoor spaces allow owners to relax or entertain, while common 
areas allow community members to connect with one another.
 M o  M  b  U  r  G  
“We’ve been enjoying things like family movie nights out­
side with neighbors on Fridays,” said resident Craig nelson, 
director of the Cal Poly Fund and advancement services. 
according to reinhart, the purchase price of any Bella 
Montaña home is guaranteed to be at least 20 percent below 
its appraised value. along with other attractive incentives, 
including no closing costs and the first year of homeowner 
association dues paid, buyers are finding purchasing at Bella 
Montaña to be a smart decision. 
First-time buyers also receive additional incentives, including: 
• Cal Poly Housing Corp. pays one point toward the
buyers’ loans. 
• Preferred lender, Rabobank, reduced interest rates on the buyers’
loans by .125 percent below the published rates and offers buyers 

100 percent financing with no private mortgage insurance.
 
• Initial buyers may realize additional appreciation at the time
of resale by offering their homes at 80% of appraised value. 
reinhart says he is happy with the way sales are going. “We’re well 
over the halfway mark and continue to see strong interest.” lower 
interest rates are helping more buyers realize the long-term finan­
cial benefits of owning a home versus paying rent. only 25 homes
are left, which are available to current employees as well as new
faculty that will be teaching at Cal Poly in september.  
CAL POLY MAGAZINE 13 
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(above) (l-r) korie conant, deNai and braden Jones with son Sutton  (far r) Sheryl crow totes the fashionable bags 
Image courtesy of Petunia Pickle Bottom 
PEtUNIA PIcKlE bottoM: lEArN by dEsIGNING 
b y j o  A N N  l l o y d  
CHrIstIne aGuIlera, GWen steFanI, salma Hayek 
and Heidi Klum all have one. oprah Winfrey presented one to 
Julia roberts during an oprah show. even sheryl Crow sings 
its praises. 
new moms and dads no longer need to suffer the embar­
rassment of schlepping around baby’s dull drab diaper bag. at 
Petunia Pickle Bottom headquarters in Ventura, two Cal Poly 
alumni – and one Csu Chico alumna – are creating diaper 
bags elegant enough to call works of art. 
DeNai Jones (LS ’97; CreD ’98), her husband, Braden Jones 
(BuS ’99), and Korie Conant, a Chico public relations grad, are
bringing style and high fashion to the diaper bag industry. 
It all started while on an extended trip to alaska, where the 
couple had time to explore their career options. “We had no 
mortgage, no children. It was the right time to take a risk, to 
pursue our goals of building a business,” Braden said. 
His first challenge was to convince a “totally risk-averse” 
denai, who thought a teaching career would offer security, a 
regular paycheck and summers off. 
When the couple returned to Ventura, they got right down 
to it. denai did everything by hand. In a room above her par­
ents’ garage, she traced the patterns and cut them out. she 
soon found a store in santa Barbara that she knew would be a 
good fit for the high-end diaper bags she was designing. 
denai and Braden launched the Petunia Pickle Bottom line 
in 2000. until then diaper bags were just functional, porta­
ble changing stations. There were no fashionable, functional 
diaper bags. everything was geared toward the baby, not the 
mother, denai said. 
“We started out slowly, from scratch. soon our bags were 
appearing in celebrity magazines,” denai said. “It got to the 
point where I couldn’t cut them fast enough. 
so we risked it … we took out a personal loan for $30,000 
and had a few hundred units made.” 
as business grew, they realized they needed someone to help 
market their product. They brought Korie on board as vice 
president and director of brand development. The three of them
worked for years with no pay. “Korie worked as a waitress at 
night. We were totally boot-strapping this thing,” denai said. 
The company now employs nearly 20 and distributes to 
more than 1,200 retail outlets nationally and internationally. 
Their bags, ranging in price from $150 to $325, are sold in 
high-end baby boutiques and stores such as neiman Marcus, 
nordstrom and saks Fifth avenue. 
But denai and Braden recall more humble days. “In the 
beginning, we had to create a façade larger than we were. We 
didn’t want people to know we were working out of a room 
above our parents’ garages. We had one phone with nine ex­
tensions, and family members who would answer, ‘This is 
John in shipping.’ We subscribed to the theory: ‘Fake it ‘til 
you make it.’” 
after five years, denai is finally getting 
to do what she loves – designing. “I always 
wanted to focus on just the design aspect 
of the job, but I was busy packing boxes, 
putting out fires, making phone calls.” 
Their creative line includes a masculine
bag designed for dads, several styles of
bags for moms, and a smaller clutch bag.
They recently launched the Cake line, an 
upper-end line described as “deliciously
decadent; a moveable feast in rich euro­
pean cut velvets and wool tweeds, sculpted 
antique brass hardware and timeless, func­
tional design.” They also sell the Fawn line 
of high-end baby bedding. 
Petunia Pickle Bottom headquarters is 
the kind of place that nurtures creativity. 
a large loft-like space with wood floors, 
high ceilings, huge windows and a view of 
the Pacific, the offices are open and airy 
and light. “We’ll pay a little extra for a good working environ­
ment,” Braden said. “We want it to feel like family.” 
and no wonder. Both denai and Braden have nothing but
the highest praise for their families, especially their parents. “our 
parents supported us all the way,” Braden said. “They gave us 
strong foundations. you can’t jump far without a good foundation.” 
What’s next? “We want to expand the brand, make it more 
noteworthy,” Braden said. “We want to grow the company, too. 
We’re on the next five-year plan, which includes multi-prod­
uct launches in the baby industry.” 
and multi-baby launches, as well. denai and Braden are the 
proud parents of two-year-old sutton and are awaiting the arrival 
of a second son in March. Korie had a boy last october. 
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oF A scorchEd EArth 
PEGGy hErNANdEZ chANGEs wIth thE sEAsoNs 
B Y  S C O t t  R O A R k  
ImagIne a lIne of flames several mIles long roaring swiftly 
up mountains and down valleys, incinerating an area more than five 
times the size of the District of Columbia. The fiery wave leaves behind 
a quiet landscape of charred brush, trees and horizons.
Peggy hernandez (Nrm ’82), the newly appointed supervisor of the 
los Padres national forest, surveys the landscape once blackened by 
the Zaca fire, the second largest in California’s recorded history. fire 
season is now officially over. January rains have saturated the burn area 
more than five months after the inferno was contained. most of the 
240,000 affected acres were in the los Padres national forest.   
“This fire was a devastating event, but in some ways a blessing since 
this is such a remote area,” said Hernandez as she eyes a once-blackened 
hillside. fire can be a natural management tool for cleaning out dead 
vegetation and debris. for a typical wildfire, the main challenge is re 
covery – the landscape needs time to heal. 
overseeing fire recovery is just one of many supervisor duties for 
Hernandez, a California native and first-generation college graduate. 
she is responsible for the operations of the entire 1.76-million acre 
los Padres national forest, extending approximately 220 miles from 
Big sur to the ventura/los angeles county line. she oversees a staff of 
nearly 500 and a $20-million budget. 
continued on next page… 
the smoldering aftermath of the Zaca Fire, 
the second largest in california’s history. 
(Photo by ray Ford) 
  
  
         
          
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
      
 
          
             
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
        
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
            iN The caSe of The Zaca fire, rehabiliTaTioN efforTS are a SigNificaNT challeNge 
becauSe of The STeePNeSS of The SloPe aNd remoTeNeSS of The area 
Hernandez grew up in Visalia and realized early on what 
she wanted to do. “I love being outdoors and enjoy getting 
dirty,” she said with a smile. 
she came to Cal Poly through the educational opportunity 
Program (eoP), which provided a “critical support network,” ac-
GoING GrEEN
 
rENEwAblE Now thE bEttEr bUy,
cAl Poly coNFErENcEs show 
b y  j o  A N N l l o y d  
anIMals are Far More eFFICIent climate sensors 
than weather stations – and they are on the move.  
That’s according to Cal Poly Biology Professor lars to­
manek, who discussed physical consequences of rising tem­
peratures and sea levels at Focus the nation: Global Warming 
solutions for america. 
attended by more than two dozen faculty and staff at Cal 
Poly, the event was part of a nationwide effort comprised of 
more than 1,500 universities. 
tamanek reported that some animals have relocated fur­
ther north or higher up, where it is colder, but that moving 
to higher latitude might not necessarily provide the answer. 
Food might be different, the weather is unpredictable, and 
new predators may be waiting, tomanek said. 
“With glaciers melting at a rapid pace and vegetation shift­
ing quickly, the days of reaching the top of the mountain may 
be numbered for some species. They will have reached the 
edge of extinction,” he explained. 
discoveries like this are driving environmental awareness 
and “green” practices, which have become serious business at 
Cal Poly. From developing stringent policies on sustainable 
development and energy efficiency to promoting conferences 
that raise awareness, spark discussion and increase knowl­
edge, Cal Poly is demonstrating the vital role higher education 
can play in this area of increasing global concern. 
This year Cal Poly is sponsoring several major events de­
signed to teach people how to implement sustainable practices 
in industry.  
In late January, the Graphic Communication department 
sponsored The Business of Green Media, focusing on the print­
ing and publishing industry, which represents five percent of 
the gross domestic product and employs five million people. 
“The industry has not yet stepped up to the challenges of 
sustainability and climate change,” said don Carli, senior re­
search fellow at The Institute for sustainable Communication. 
“Cal Poly is at the forefront of this movement.” 
In February, Provost William durgin and the academic 
senate sustainability Committee hosted nearly 200 faculty, 
administrators, staff and 

students in a session on sustainability at Cal Poly. 

recognizing previous Cal Poly accomplishments, 
the group envisioned the institution as a leader in 
preparing students to contribute to sustainability so­
lutions and identified ways to infuse sustainability into 
all aspects of the students’ educational experience. 
at the end of July a fourth conference will take 
place: The 2008 uC/Csu/CCC sustainability Con­
ference, Putting sustainability to Work. 
This four-day event will feature experts from the California 
state university, university of California and California Com­
munity College systems. 
Faculty, staff and other attendees will present initiatives for 
making their campuses more energy efficient and environ­
mentally responsible. 
The conference will promote cutting-edge sustainability 
practices, with sessions on green businesses in areas such as 
energy, water, transportation, food system, institutional sus­
tainability, procurement and green economy. 
as Cal Poly Physics Professor Peter schwartz pointed out 
at the Focus the nation event, people are no longer choosing 
between the economy and the environment. 
The economic costs of global warming are staggering, ac­
cording to schwartz. With renewable energy becoming in­
creasingly less expensive, and fossil fuels becoming more 
expensive, many renewable technologies “are actually better 
buys” than conventional energy sources. 
Because Cal Poly is hosting the uC/Csu/CCC sustain-
ability Conference, the California energy Commission has 
awarded Cal Poly energy grants to fund campus projects us­
ing emerging technologies. one such project is a high-quality, 
low-energy integrated lighting system for campus that will 
conserve energy and save money. 
“We can revitalize communities through environmental 
jobs,” said Margot Mcdonald, Cal Poly architecture professor 
and coordinator for the upcoming conference. “We need to 
retool for renewable energy.” 
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Peggy hernandez 
the senior executive Fellow leadership program at Harvard. 
Hernandez is using those leadership skills in her new posi­
tion, working closely with federal, state and local officials on 
Forest service priorities such as managing effects of climate 
change and environmental education for children. of course, 
the omnipresent threat of wildfires, and the aftermath, re­
quires a constant state of readiness. 
according to Hernandez, a significant problem after a wild­
fire is stabilizing hillsides and controlling sediment runoff be­
fore it runs into nearby creeks and reservoirs. on moderate 
slopes, especially near development, a process called hydro-
mulching is used to seed and stabilize the hillsides. 
In the case of the Zaca Fire, rehabilitation efforts are a sig­
nificant challenge because of the steepness of the slope and 
remoteness of the area. In addition, Forest service officials be­
lieve much of the land will recover on its own over the years, 
since the chaparral ecosystems are fire-adapted.      
Post-fire recovery efforts tie directly into another priority 
for Hernandez as forest supervisor – managing development 
on the borders of public land. according to Hernandez, these 
two areas significantly impact each other, sometimes with 
devastating results, which is what happened during the recent 
fires in southern California. development continues to push 
into wild land areas at high risk of wildfires.  
as Hernandez settles into her new position, once an un­
imaginable responsibility to that apprehensive student who 
was the first in her family to go to college, she fondly remem­
cording to Hernandez. she didn’t know what to expect – Her­
nandez had never spent much time around people who had gone 
to college. “It was difficult for my parents to relate to what I was
going through because they didn’t have the same experience.”
after graduating, Hernandez landed her first position as 
a harvest inspector with the u.s. Forest service. she quickly 
moved up the ranks, playing active roles in fire and recreation 
programs. In early 2000, Hernandez served as a Congressional 
Fellow on Capitol Hill for the Forest service and completed 
bers the sense of camaraderie among eoP students. “I was 
very fortunate to be in that program – it was such an impor­
tant part of my life on campus,” she said. 
Hernandez strongly encourages other first-generation students 
to pursue their academic and professional goals. “First, always re­
member that you can do this. The only person standing in your
way is yourself,” she said. “When things get tough, find someone 
to talk to. you might feel you’re the only one in your situation, but 
believe me, there are many others. you’re not alone.” 
20 sPrING 2008  
    
 
 
 
 
 
          
          
         
 
 
   
           
 
         
           
  
of this galaxy, observable with binoculars in the constellation 
Galaxy M81 shines from 12 million light-years away. the image 
Ursa Major, was created using data from the spitzer and 
hubble space telescopes and Galaxy Evolution Explorer. 
(Image courtesy of jet Propulsion laboratory) 
leslie livesay 
LESLIE LIvESAY: EYES ON tHE
 
b y  s c o t t  r o A r K  
altHouGH Many suns rIse on distant worlds in all cor­
ners of the universe, we have discovered no other life forms. 
so far. 
If other planets like ours do exist, people like Leslie Livesay 
(math ’85) and her colleagues are going to find them. 
deputy director for astronomy and physics at the Jet Pro­
pulsion laboratory in Pasadena, livesay is spearheading the 
nasa Kepler mission, a space telescope designed to survey 
distant stars in a search of a planet similar to earth. 
to date, 273 planets orbiting a total of 234 stars have been dis­
covered outside our solar system. all of these new worlds have 
proven to be nothing like earth. Many are “gas giants” similar 
to Jupiter. others are located extremely close or extremely far 
from their suns, leaving doubt whether life could survive due
to temperature extremes. no trace of the telltale signs of poten­
tial life – the simultaneous presence of carbon dioxide, ozone or
water – have been found. Current instruments lack the sensitiv­
ity needed to detect this chemical evidence.
livesay hopes to change that. “only a tiny fraction of our 
own galaxy has been searched for other planets and solar sys­
tems, and look what has been found so far,” livesay said. “We
are focused on finding planets in the so-called ‘Goldilocks Zone’ 
around stars – not too close, not too far, leaving the temperature 
just right for potential life. Much like where earth is now.”FUTURE continued on next page… 
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The longtime southern 
California resident had her 
eye on the sky early on, be­
ginning a professional ascent 
as a Cal Poly summer student 
working for Martin Mari­
etta (now lockheed Martin), 
where she was introduced to 
the manned space program. livesay had been interested in 
math and science since high school. “When Voyager flew by 
saturn in 1981, that did it,” said livesay. “I began to focus on 
robotic space exploration.” 
a career of discovery followed. on July 4, 1997, the first 
images of the arid, alien landscape began trickling in from 
the historic Mars Pathfinder mission. livesay was one of the 
project engineers. “It was amazing to be a part of that Mars 
landing, the first in more than 20 years, and bringing a rover 
to another planet for the first time in history.” 
The kepler space telescope being prepared for launch in 2009.
(image courtesy of Jet Propulsion laboratory) 
‘wheN voyager flew by SaTurN iN 1981, ThaT did iT,
 
i begaN To focuS oN roboTic SPace exPloraTioN’
 
still, she considers the deep space 1 mission her proudest 
accomplishment. livesay and her team developed an entire­
ly new navigation and ion propulsion system for the probe, 
which flew by the comet Borrelly in 2001. at that time, the fly­
by resulted in the best images ever taken of a comet’s nucleus.
livesay also currently oversees other JPl spacecraft, such as 
the still-operating Voyager space probes, which inspired her 
as a young Cal Poly student nearly three decades ago. Both 
probes are now at the outer edges of our solar system, but still 
reliably transmitting data. 
another spacecraft under livesay’s direction is the infra­
red spitzer space telescope, currently in orbit, studying stars, 
galaxies and disks around stars where planets form. spitzer 
is observing processes that create planets and learning more 
22 sPrING 2008 
about planets already found. Kepler will look for new planets. 
In Kepler’s case, direct observation is a challenge because 
of vast distances in space. Many stars, potential suns to other 
worlds, are thousands of light-years away. to put things in per­
spective, a light-year is the distance light can travel in a vacuum 
during one Julian calendar year, just under 5.9 trillion miles. 
That distance would only get you one-quarter of the way to
Proxima Centauri, the nearest star other than our own sun. 
If a planet orbited Proxima Centauri, which is 4.2 light-
years away, it would be 7,000 times farther than the distance 
from earth to Pluto. trying to observe this planet would be 
like standing in Boston and looking for a moth near a spot­
light in san diego, according to livesay. Many discovered 
planets outside our solar system range from 15 to more than a 
1,000 light years away. 
Because of the distance, Kepler will detect planets indirectly,
using the “transit” method. a transit occurs each time a planet 
crosses the line-of-sight between the planet’s parent star that it is 
orbiting and the observer. When this happens, the planet blocks 
some of the light from its star, resulting in a periodic dimming. 
Think of a grain of sand passing in front of a lighted flashlight. 
This periodic signature is used to detect the planet, determine 
its size and figure out its orbit. Three transits of a star, or “passes”
in front, all with a consistent brightness change and duration, 
provide a good method of planet detection. The measured orbit
of the planet and the known properties of the parent star are used
to determine if each planet has the possibility of supporting life. 
Kepler is scheduled to launch in 2009 – one of only two 
missions from 26 proposals selected by nasa in 2001. 
“If another potential earth was found, it will be the discovery
of many lifetimes. In addition, many new technologies emerge
from these efforts” said livesay. “our eyes are on the future.” 
sUsAN
cUrrIEr 
thE lEGAcy coNtINUEs 
b y t E r r y j . s A N F I l I P P o 
a CHaMPIon oF students, a giving scholar, a beloved 
wife and a friend to many – few of many words to describe the 
late Cal Poly associate dean Susan Currier. 
Her service to students continues in the form of the susan 
Currier Memorial scholarship and the susan Currier Visit­
ing Professorship for teaching excellence in the liberal arts. 
These generous endowments will allow her commitment to 
the liberal arts to flourish, according to College of liberal arts 
dean linda Halisky.       
“she was a champion of the students she advised, giving 
counsel wisely and compassionately, and an intellect who was 
never afraid to right a wrong,” said Halisky. “she never lost her 
sense of humor about life.” 
Currier was 58-years-old when she passed away after a bat­
tle with cancer. she worked closely with her husband, Profes­
sor emeritus max Wills, in the final days to establish the two 
endowments.   
Her memorial scholarship was awarded for the first time 
last year in the amount of $1,000. The scholarship aims to help 
Cla students who have a disadvantaged background, have 
overcome significant adversity and/or have made a valuable 
contribution to community service. students must have a 
minimum 3.0 GPa to qualify. 
details are still being addressed for the visiting professor-
contributions to the Susan currier memorial Scholarship or the Susan currier visiting Professorship for Teaching excel­
lence in the liberal arts may be made in care of: cla advancement office, cal Poly, San luis obispo, ca 93407-0320. 
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ship, which allows Cla to host a faculty member from an­
other institution to teach at Cal Poly for an entire quarter. re­
cruitment for this position is scheduled to begin next winter 
or spring for fall quarter 2009.  
Currier’s sincere interest in students and their success led her
to establish the Cla Career Forum in 1994, held during the an­
nual open House. according to former colleagues and friends, 
it was her favorite event. 
she would invite Cla alumni with interesting career paths 
back to campus to speak to current and prospective students 
and their parents. alumni shared stories about their experi­
ences while at Cal Poly – the courses they took, the professors 
who mentored them, and the extracurricular activities the 
college provided – which helped shape their career choices. 
Currier collaborated with Housing and residential life in 
establishing the Cla living and learning program in 1996, 
which encouraged academic excellence of both freshmen and 
transfer students by connecting them with others in the same 
majors and with Cla faculty. 
Currier also worked closely with alum angie hacker
(PSy ’04) to establish the afghanistan Children’s Center at 
Kabul university. Currier began teaching in the Cal Poly eng­
lish department in 1980, where her specialization was wom­
en’s and modern British literature. 
  
    
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
         
 
  
 
 
broAdENEd 
horIZoNs 
cAl Poly rANKEd NAtIoNAlly For 
INtErNAtIoNAl ProGrAMs 
b y  s c o t t  r o A r K  
eriN mCCoy straPs HerselF seCurely into the seat 
of the small plane alongside friend and fellow Cal Poly stu­
dent Kristy Logan. Both women put on headsets and give a 
thumbs-up to the pilot, who throttles the single engine up to a 
deafening volume, moving the plane swiftly down the runway 
before it’s airborne over the Peruvian desert. It’s a clear day, 
perfect for sightseeing. 
The plane circles slowly over the arid plateau, giving a prime 
vantage point for the women to see an amazing sight – figures 
of monkeys, fishes and lizards carved into the desert floor, the 
famous series of geoglyphs known as the nazca lines. 
“a very memorable experience, to say the least,” recalls Mc­
Coy, an environmental horticultural science major who had 
just completed the Cal Poly study abroad Program. 
Both women had been in Peru for six weeks as part of the 
study abroad Program, living with a local family and going to 
class as regular college students. They shared their meals with 
their Peruvian hosts and attended many local festivals – even 
visiting Machu Picchu and lake titicaca. 
“It makes the world seem smaller and more tangible,” said 
McCoy. “This was the first time I was immersed into a span­
ish-speaking culture. It’s humbling to be the outsider. you un­
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(opposite page, l-r) cal Poly students kristy logan,
r) mccoy with new friends (middle r) a child enjoys 
Jennifer giese and erin mccoy at machu Picchu (Top 
the attention of study abroad students (bottom r) Stu­
dent kelly carlile in Sydney, australia 
derstand what immigrants to a new country must feel like.” 
McCoy’s experience and changing perspective is typical for 
students in the study abroad Program, according to Interna­
tional education and Programs director John Battenburg. 
In fact, so many students take advantage of it that Cal Poly 
ranked second in its category in a 2005-06 national study, 
based on the number of students (817) who have learned and 
lived on foreign soil. 
according to the ranking organization, more american 
students than ever are recognizing the importance of study­
ing abroad in a globally interdependent world. The number of 
u.s. college and university students receiving credit for study 
abroad increased 8.5 percent from the previous year, totaling 
more than 223,500 students. 
today there is consensus that globally fluent graduates are 
essential to american competitiveness, said Battenburg. Inter­
national exposure, whether through study, volunteer work or 
internship, has become a “must-have” credential. 
Cal Poly’s study abroad Program has expanded significantly
over the last 10 years, adding such destinations as Thailand and
australia, along with “Cal Poly at sea,” which allows students to
spend an entire quarter on a ship, sailing the high seas of the Pa­
cific. The ship stops at multiple ports of call. “It’s very popular with
the marine biology majors, as you can imagine,” said Battenburg.
although students can go where they choose, certain desti­
nations are naturally more attractive to specific majors. den-
mark and Italy are popular with architecture students, while 
australia is popular with students in agriculture programs. 
There are three popular misconceptions about the Cal 
Poly study abroad Program, said Battenburg. The first is that 
students have to know a foreign language, which is not true. 
Many destinations are english-speaking. In other areas, stu­
dents have the opportunity to learn the language. McCoy, for 
example, spent the first two weeks in Peru attending spanish 
classes two to four hours a day.  
The second misconception is the cost. People think the en­
tire program is expensive. again, not true. It may be cheaper
to spend a quarter in Thailand than to stay on campus, Batten-
burg said. The third is that it delays graduation. But completing 
courses abroad is the same as completing courses on campus. 
as for McCoy, she calls her time in Peru one of the best 
experiences of her life. “The more I travel, the more I realize 
that the perceptions I had of a country beforehand are usually 
wrong,” she said. “People are more alike than different.” 
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 AthlEtIc stArs shINE brIGht 
b y  E r I c  b U r d I c K  
CHad Mendes GraPPles. sharon day jumps. Phillip 
reid runs. 
They are the epitome of athletic success at Cal Poly. 
They also have overcome serious injuries that occurred 
midway through their Mustang careers. 
Mendes injured a knee early in his junior wrestling season 
after competing in just seven matches. He was forced to sit out 
the rest of the 2006-07 campaign. 
day fractured her foot prior to the 2006 track and field sea­
son and did not compete in that sport or the 2006 women’s 
soccer campaign. 
reid suffered a stress fracture in his right femur in the spring 
of 2005 and missed much of that year’s track and field season. 
But all three have returned to the level of success enjoyed 
prior to their injuries, particularly on the national scene and, 
for day, perhaps a shot at competing in the 2008 summer 
olympics in Beijing, China. 
day, a senior kinesiology major from Costa Mesa, Calif., 
won the nCaa division I high jump in 2005 with a personal-
best mark of 6 feet, 4 inches, which still stands as the school 
record. after redshirting the 2006 season, day came back to 
finish fourth at the 2007 nCaas, was second at the u.s. out­
door track and Field Championships, and sixth at the Pan­
american Games in rio de Janeiro. 
(above) Sharon day, (Top r) chad mendes, (bottom r) Phillip reid 
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she has a pair of Big West titles to her credit in the high jump 
and, as a freshman in 2004, finished second in both the Big West 
and nCaa championships. during her final season of track and 
field this spring, day needs to post a mark of 6-4 3/4 to qualify for
the u.s. olympic track and Field trials in eugene, ore. 
“sharon has been a great role model for all Cal Poly ath­
letes by being a committed team player and having been the 
top athlete on the soccer and track team while overcoming a 
serious injury,” said track and field director terry Crawford. 
“she is a quiet leader who leads by example, but is a ferocious 
competitor who hates to lose.” 
day was one of Cal Poly’s most outstanding players in the
16-year history of the university’s women’s soccer program. twice 
she earned all-Big West first-team honors, and she was a second-
team selection in her other two seasons. day scored 27 goals in 
four seasons, including 11 as a sophomore in 2004, adding 14 as­
sists for 68 total points. she was third-team all-West region as a
sophomore and Big West Freshman of the year in 2003, leading
the Mustangs into the nCaa playoffs both seasons. 
reid, also a senior kinesiology major from oxnard, Calif., 
has made his mark in distance running events. 
In cross country, he is a two-time nCaa all-american, plac­
ing 21st in the 2006 nationals and 33rd last fall. reid led the Mus­
tangs to a 13th-place national finish as a junior and 11th place as
a senior. In 2004 reid placed 60th as a freshman and helped Cal 
Poly to a 10th-place team finish, its highest ever at the nation­
als. He won back-to-back Big West individual titles in 2006 and 
2007, leading the Mustangs to their fourth and fifth consecutive
conference team championships. twice he was named Big West
Conference Cross Country athlete of the year. 
reid also has made his mark in track and field. last spring 
he shattered a 29-year-old Big West Conference record in the 
1,500-meter run with a winning time of 3 minutes, 42.54 sec­
onds, no. 3 all-time at Cal Poly and surpassing the “B” stan­
dard for the u.s. olympic trials. He also holds the no. 2 mark 
in the two-mile (8:41.59) and no. 4 in the 5,000 (14:01.58). 
reid advanced to the nCaa national Championships in the
1,500 last spring, but did not advance beyond the prelims. He also
won the Big West 1,500 in 2006, but didn’t reach the nationals. 
“Phillip has been extremely coachable,” said cross country 
Head Coach Mark Conover. “He has put his complete faith and 
trust in his coaching, allowing him to focus on managing his own
life and daily routine without wondering how he will develop as 
a runner. He understands progression and delayed gratification 
when it comes to his training and racing. That means he is able to 
persevere through injuries, good workouts and bad workouts –
he is able to keep his focus on what lies ahead. He ran faster each 
year and now is embarking on his post-collegiate career.” 
Mendes started his sophomore season by winning his first
eight matches, posted a 21-5 overall record, won a Pacific-10
Conference title, and finished sixth in the nCaa Champion­
ships, earning all-american honors. His junior year is something
he’d rather forget, but it apparently has only made him stronger. 
The senior kinesiology major from Hanford, Calif., won his 
first 21 matches this season with six falls and, by the middle 
of February, was ranked no. 1 in the nation at 141 pounds by 
InterMat.com for four consecutive weeks. 
“I believe the key to Chad’s success has been his great at­
titude and hard work,” said wrestling Head Coach John 
azevedo. “during his first couple years at Cal Poly, 
Chad struggled academically and wasn’t sure if he 
wanted to keep going to school and wrestling.” 
“Chad decided to give it another year and be­
gan to work harder and smarter on his academ­
ics,” azevedo added. “With the extra effort, Chad 
began to have success academically and grow in 
confidence and maturity. Chad’s great attitude and 
hard work have helped him be on the honor roll 
and an nCaa all-american.” 
He is Cal Poly’s first top-ranked wrestler since
1980 and, at the nCaa Championships in March at 
st. louis, will attempt to become the third Mustang 
ever to capture a division I national title, following 
in the footsteps of tom Kline (191 pounds, 1969)
and Mark diGirolamo (118 pounds, 1976). 
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(l) The greek roman Theatre in Taormina, Sicily (below) 
The Sicilian town of cefalù 
Greek colony at agrigento, described as “the most beautiful 
city built by mortal men’’ by the Greek poet Pindar. 
In Palermo, sicily’s largest city, admire stunning architecture, 
and marvel at the mosaics of the cathedral in Monreale. Then,
discover the impressive doric temple at segesta, the mountaintop
town of erice, and the picturesque fishing village of Cefalù. 
your trip is enhanced by informative educational lectures 
presented by local experts and excursions led by knowledge­
able guides. 
Join our mailing list. contact rosey Parks, associate 
director of alumni relations, at rparks@calpoly.edu or 
call 805-756-5747 with your name, mailing address,
phone number, and e-mail.
for more information, go online to www.alumni.cal-
poly.edu/travel/travel.html. 
oPEN hoUsE 
schEdUlEd APrIl 17-19 
“DeStiNatioN: CaL PoLy!” is the theme for this year’s
15th annual open house weekend at Cal Poly. The event,
scheduled april 17-19, showcases the best the university
has to offer to conditionally admitted students and their
families, current students, alumni, and the larger Central 
Coast community. 
events include “SLo or Bust” on Thursday, which offers 
visitors the San Luis obispo farmers’ market experience, 
along with approximately 25 campus organizations which 
accompany open house downtown. on friday, “Pack your 
Bags,” is the academic preview day for conditionally admit 
ted students and their supporters. 
on Saturday, Cal Poly visitors can check out more than 
200 campus clubs and organizations during “enjoy the 
ride” along with special events such as the Poly royal Pa 
rade, the rodeo, and the tractor pull. 
for more information about Cal Poly’s open house 
weekend, visit http://studentlife.calpoly.edu/ohs/. 
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cAl Poly trAVEl ProGrAM 
FrIends oF Cal Poly – join us on our travel programs. 
you need not be a member of the Cal Poly alumni association 
– or even an alum – to join us. all are welcome! 
tRAvEL tO SICILY IN 2008 
Sicily – Taormina and Mondello 
october 3-13, 2008 
strategically situated between europe and africa, the island 
of sicily is a cultural crossroads that was paved by legendary 
Mediterranean civilizations.         
Begin your discovery of this fascinating island in taormina, 
and see its many Greek, roman and medieval monuments. 
Marvel at the island’s scenic splendor during a drive to the 
volcanic crater of Mt. etna, and explore archaeological ruins 
in syracuse. en route to Mondello, view the remains of the 
THE CAL POLy ALUMNI ASSOCIATION works with select business or “affinity” partners who offer 
products and services to our alumni including such things as the Cal Poly Alumni credit card 
and various insurance products including health, dental, vision and auto policies. 
Alumni participation in the services offered by our partners provides funds for support of 
alumni programs, events and communications. If you decide you don’t want to receive informa­
tion from our partners, we want you to know that you have a choice. 
you have the right to control whether we share your name, address, and electronic mail 
address with our affinity partners (companies that we partner with to offer products or services 
to our alumni). Please read the following information carefully before you make your choice 
below: 
yOUR RIgHTS 
you have the right to restrict the sharing of your name, address, and electronic mail address 
with our affinity partners. This form does not prohibit us from sharing your information when we 
are required to do so by law. This includes sending you information about the alumni associa­
tion, the university, or other products or services. 
yOUR CHOICE 
Restrict Information Sharing With Affinity Partners: 
Unless you say “NO,” we may share your name, address and electronic mail address with 
our affinity partners. Our affinity partners may send you offers to purchase various products or 
services that we have agreed they can offer in partnership with us. 
q NO, please do not share my name, address, and electronic mail address with your affinity 
partners. 
you may decide at any time that you do not want us to share your information with our affinity 
partners. your choice marked here will remain unless you state otherwise. However, if we do 
not hear from you, we may share your name, address, and electronic mail address with our 
affinity partners. 
If you decide that you do not want to receive information from our partners, you may do one 
of the following: 
1. Reply electronically by visiting our Web site at www.alumni.calpoly.edu and clicking on the 
“privacy policy” link. 
2. Call us toll free at 1-888-706-5952 
3. Check the “NO” box above, fill out, sign, and send this form back to us at the following ad­
dress or fax to 805-756-5413 (you may want to make a copy for your records): 
Attn: Office of Alumni Relations
 
California Polytechnic State University
 
One grand Avenue
 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407-0449
 
Name ____________________________________________________________________ 
Address __________________________________________________________________ 
City _________________________________State ________ ZIP ____________________ 
Home Phone ______________________________________________________________ 
grad year_______________ Major _____________________________________________ 
Signature _________________________________________________________________ 
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oNE docUMENt At A tIME 
altHouGH roBert C. taPeLLa (GrC ’91) wasn’t a natural resources ma­
jor at Cal Poly, one of his first official acts as u.s. Printer was to save almost 500 
trees – by electronically submitting the federal government’s 2,200-page budget. 
For the first time in the nation’s history, the government will submit its pro­
posed 2008-2009 budget electronically, a move that will save some 20 tons of 
paper and nearly $1 million over the next five years. 
nominated by President George W. Bush and confirmed in october 2007, the 
energetic tapella certainly has his work cut out for him. as the 25th Public 
Printer, he oversees the massive Government Printing office. 
The largest information processing, printing and distribution facility in 
the world, the GPo houses more than 2,200 employees in a 1.5-million 
square-foot complex. 
The GPo is responsible for the production and distribution of infor­
mation and services for the three branches of government. documents 
include the Congressional record and Federal register. 
“It is unique in the world. We offer permanent, public access to 
the documents of our democracy. That is truly exciting,” he said. 
although it took awhile to complete his studies at Cal Poly, dur­
ing that time tapella also owned several businesses and served full 
time as district representative for Congressman Bill Thomas. 
He was working 20 hours a day and loving every minute of 
it. “looking back, I realized I had been learning by doing. I 
didn’t know it then, but in retrospect, that is exactly what hap­
pened,” he said. 
r ober t T apella (image courtesy of government Printing office) 
30 sPrING 2008 
“THE GREATEST LESSON I LEARNED IN MY LIFE WAS
 
FROM MY CAL POLY BASEBALL COACH,” SAYS ROBIN BAGGETT, 
A 1973 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION GRADUATE. “WHEN I WAS COMPETING
 
FOR A STARTING POSITION, HE TOLD ME, ‘WHATEVER YOU MAY LACK IN
 
ABILITY, YOU CAN MAKE UP FOR WITH DESIRE AND HARD WORK.’”
 
TWO SUCCESSFUL CAREERS LATER – first as 
an attorney, now as a vintner – he still believes 
desire and hard work pay off every time. 
In honor of the lessons he learned 
on the baseball diamond, he has 
named Cal Poly in his will so future 
generations can benefit from a 
similar experience. 
“You always want to take care of 
your family first,” Robin explains 
about planning his estate. “After 
that, if there is some extra, you 
have to ask, ‘How can you do 
some good with that extra?’” 
To learn more about how you can join 
Robin in supporting Cal Poly through 
your estate plan, please contact: 
PLANNED GIVING AND ENDOWMENTS 
Heron Hall, Building 117 
Cal Poly 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407-0444 
Phone: (805) 756-7125 
Toll Free: (800) 549-2666 
Fax: (805) 756-2711 
E-mail: plannedgiving@calpoly.edu 
Web: www.plannedgiving.calpoly.edu 
IT’S YOUR LEGACY. EXPLORE IT.
 
 
 
 
    
                 
   
ROSE PARADE FLOAt COMES uP A wINNER
is obispo and Pomona students captured the fantasy Trophy from the Tournament of roses Parade 
in Pasadena.“guardians of harmony,”a chinese-themed entr y that was the only float engineered solely by students,
cal Poly San lu
was driven by cal Poly San luis obispo student Breana Dixon. (Photo by keith durflinger, San gabriel valley Newspaper group) 
California Polytechnic State University 
Advancement Services 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407-0448 
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